Council on Middle East Studies Colloquium

January 24 · 4:30 pm
Afghanistan Rising: Islamic Law and Statecraft Between the Ottoman and British Empires - A book talk
FAIZ AHMED - Associate Professor, Brown University
Co-sponsored by the South Asian Studies Council

February 21 · 4:30 pm
Same-Sex Intercourse in the Formation of Muslim Discourse
SARA OMAR - Post-Doctoral Associate, Yale University

February 25 · 6:30 pm · Rudolph 322
Decoloniality and Architecture
ANOORADHA SIDDIQI - Assistant Professor, Barnard College
Co-sponsored by School of Architecture and the Department of the History of Art

March 6 · 12:00 pm · Luce 202
Space Science and the Modern Arab World
JÖRG MATTHIAS DETERMANN - Assistant Professor, VCUARTS QATAR

March 28 · 4:30 pm
Bureaucratic Intimacies: Translating Human Rights in Turkey
ELIF BABUL - Associate Professor, Mount Holyoke College

April 11 · 4:30 pm
An Elixir of the Imagination: Coffee, Religion, and (Muslim) Memory
JAMEL VELJI - Associate Professor, Claremont McKenna College

April 17 · 4:30 pm
Between Stereotype and the Quest for Authenticity: A look into the Collection of Indian Miniatures of the Venetian Traveler Niccolò Manucci (1638-ca. 1720)
MARTA BECHERINI - Independent Scholar
Co-sponsored by The South Asia Studies Council and YUSRIA

April 19 · 12:00 pm · Loria 351
The Prophet as a ‘Sacred Spring’: Late Ottoman Hilye Bottles
CHRISTIANE GRUBER – Professor, University of Michigan
Co-sponsored by The Yale Program in Iranian Studies

*Unless otherwise noted, all lectures will be held at 203 Luce Hall, 34 Hillhouse Avenue
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